ICP LAB: Investigation of Gravity

Name:

PURPOSE: To determine the downward acceleration due to gravity
MATERIALS:
1 meter stick
1 stop watch
safety goggles
1 small tennis ball or substitute
masking tape
PROCEDURE:
1) Create a data table to record your observations.
2) Using the meter stick and masking tape, mark off the following heights on a wall of your choosing
0.50 m, 0.75 m, 1.00 m, 1.25 m 1.50 m, 2.00 m
3) Drop the ball from each of these heights (starting so that the bottom of the ball is at the tape).
Time how long it takes from the time the ball is released until it hits the ground and record this in
your data table. Repeat each measurement twice from each height (two trials)
ANALYSIS:
1) For each of the heights, calculate the average time taken to go from the drop until it hits the
ground and record on a FRESH data table.
2) Plot a graph of distance versus time and draw a best fit curve
3) MATH ANALYSIS METHOD 1: Determine the average velocity between each pair of successive
data points. Record these average velocities on an observation table
4) MATH ANALYSIS METHOD 2: Using the tangent method, determine the instantaneous velocity
at any six points on the distance versus time graph from step 2. Record these points on the table
Times

Distance

Method 1:
Average Velocity

Method 2:
Instantaneous
Velocity

5) Plot the information on the above table into 2 separate velocity versus time graph and draw the
best fit line. Then calculate the slopes of these 2 graphs. What do these slopes represent (hint:
look at the units). Show your slope calculation.

6) ALTERNATIVE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS: Plot a graph of distance versus the square of
time and draw a best fit line. Determine the slope of this line. Show your slope calculation.
7) How do you know that the lab results are showing that the ball is accelerating uniformly?

8) What is the acceleration due to gravity?

9) Calculate the experimental error if the accepted value is -9.81 m/s2.

10) List and describe some sources of error that could account for any discrepancies.

11) Describe the relationship between distance and time that is indicated in your graphs.

